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We leap into 2020 with our first issue themed on Health care.
Reading a hand-written doctor’s prescription usually takes a bit of effort and
one wishes it was typed and printed out. The health care industry is going
back to paper and pen these days, in the wake of IT system failures due to
increasing ransomware attacks. Augustin Kurian reports on the impact that
Ransomware made on the health care industry in recent years. His report for
our cover story reaffirms the fact that Health care is the most targeted industry
for hackers. For impacted health care institutions, ransomware attacks
like Wannacry and others resulted in canceled outpatient appointments,
elective and emergency admissions to hospitals, disrupted accident and
emergency room staffing, and even deaths due to delayed treatment. And
health care institutions resorted to paper-based records.
According to Beazley Breach Insights Report, health care organizations
suffered the highest number of data breaches in 2018 than any sector in
the U.S. economy. You can read about some headline-grabbing health care
breaches on the CISO MAG website here.
In 2019, health care firms continued to be primary targets of cyber-attacks
with several data breaches and ransomware attacks taking major headlines
again. The financial health of the Health care industry might get even worse,
with data breaches expected to cost US$ 4 billion by this time.
But why are hackers increasingly targeting health care institutions? Why is
health care data (notably PHI) so valuable? Read more about it in our Cover
Story section.
Tell us what you think of this issue. If you have any suggestions,
comments or queries, please reach us at editorial@cisomag.com or
brian.p@eccouncil.org.

Jay Bavisi
Editor-in-Chief
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T

he risk to health care
organizations

from

third-party

a

vendor

breach is clear—through
August of this year alone

there have been 33 breaches by a
business

associate/vendor

totaling

over 22.5 million records. That’s one
breach per week attributed to a third
party. Organizational leaders often
struggle to focus on third-party risk
management (TPRM)—or risk posed
by third parties, such as vendors
who work with an organization and
have

access

to

sensitive

patient

information — despite knowing about
the benefits of such a program. With

6

a myriad of other responsibilities,
focusing on the security of third
parties can seem incredibly complex
and time-consuming. And it is. It can
take a year or more to develop an
effective program, depending on the
complexity of the organization and the
number of third parties. But once the
program is in place, personal health
information

(PHI)

and

personally

identifiable information (PII) are safer
and the organization has a much firmer
grasp on their overall risk.
Prior to deciding to engage a partner
to get a true understanding of thirdparty risks, it helps to understand
the benefits and importance of such
an undertaking. Keeping data safe,
resolving security gaps—and more
importantly understanding where the
gaps are—and putting processes and
protocols in place ultimately makes
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sustain and grow your business. It’s
not just an IT issue to solve; third-party
risk can jeopardize many areas of your
hospital, health care facility, or payer
organization.
Once you’ve decided to engage a
partner to help you with your Third
Party

Risk

program,

Management

it’s

time

to

(TPRM)
manage

expectations internally, and with your
new partner, so everyone understands
what’s expected of each other and what
the process will entail. For instance,
you want the process to include every
department that works with data and
with third parties in an organization. A
TPRM process is enterprise-wide.
You cannot rush this process. Most
people who undertake the effort to
build a TPRM program are surprised
by how long it takes and how much
work

it

involves,

despite

being

educated about the process before it
starts. When completed, however, they
feel a huge sense of accomplishment.
In effect, a solid TPRM program and
process improves how organizations
think and work in addition to protecting
their data.
Make sure there is ownership and
accountability in your organization for
the TPRM program. Those stakeholders
are responsible for keeping people
engaged in the process and ensuring
objectives are being met. They also
regularly remind people why they’re
undertaking this huge but necessary
endeavor;

they

are

the

TPRM

organizational cheerleaders.

your organization stronger and helps
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